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Dear Enthusiast

Summer, it’s finally arrived,
so a dry warmish club night and
a hot and sunny barbeque went a
long way to make up for a long
winter. The car park, on club
night, was resplendent with
over a dozen Lotus which included a very nice Elan Sprint,
which I must admit I hadn’t
spotted in our haste to grab a
drink.

history. Very few 6’s were made
(around 110) and Colin Chapman
must have had a hand in every
one built, if fact it was the
turning point where he decided
“give up the day job” and work
full time at building Lotuses.
Colin’s car is chassis no 23 that’s it, just 23! So a rare
and valuable car in completely
original condition looking very
nice and it made a great pairing
with Simon’s Elite.

So, another successful BBQ and
thanks must go to all those
involved.
Next month’s big event is the
festival at Brands. John P has
supplied a list of attendees so
far;
Saturday 24th: Roger D, Howard
E, John F, Graham, Jon & Michelle
Sunday 25th: Roger D, Howard E,
John & Sue, Graham, Jon &
Michelle, Richard C, Terry, Ian
& Heather, Roger & Chrissie,
Matt & Trudi.
And he’s added the following
message;

And who is
the owner?
Well,
Richard C
has transformed his
car
with
help from
Miles
Wilkins
and
it’s
just in time for the Club Lotus
display at the Silverstone Or perhaps it should be a
Classic which several of us are matching pair with Howard’s
attending this coming weekend. Elan.
As for the barbeque, it never
fails to be sunny and this year
was no exception. A record turn
out this year and a nice display
of cars

I forgot to ask Colin for a
write-up on the 6 - I’m sure
everyone would like to hear more
about it’s history. Anyway, I
Terry and I got chatting with just did - any chance Colin?.
Colin about his Mark 6. A
fascinating car with a lot of

If any other members wish to
attend please contact me and it
would help balance the attendance and minimise any extra
costs if we could build the
numbers for Saturday.
We have been allocated 8 weekend
passes but I will try to get
extra if possible. If there are
no additional passes I suggest
that we spread the cost of extra
tickets across all attending. I
hope this is acceptable.
Please see below
contact details.

for

As I said earlier, we’re off to
Silverstone this weekend with
Magnus, Julie, Mick, Lesley and
Richard C. Howard also has his
gathering at Crockenhill - so
let’s hope the storms that are
forecast for the middle of the
week don’t linger for too long.
If we don’t bump into you at the
Classic, we’ll see you next
month on the 14th at The Plough.
Finally, I’ll leave you with
Howard and Roger’s write ups
over the page......I always
thought something fishy was
going on at Sundridge!

John

EVENTS DIARY UPDATE (Check website for the latest infomation)
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John’s

Hi John..............
Tony arrived later in his Elan Plus Two having
combined the show with a dragon boat race in
the morning. I was recruited to help organise
the slightly chaotic parking as far more classic
cars turned up than was anticipated. Still, it
made for an excellent event as the standard and
variety of cars on show was the best yet. John
F remarked a couple of years ago that the show
with its co-located village fete reminded him
of a set for Midsomer Murders and, with its neat
sideshows selling plants and preserves and
other village fete type stuff, and tea tent and
brass band, it's difficult to disagree. The only
thing missing was a murder, or maybe there
was........

Just three intrepid NLKG cars made the Senlac
classic car show on 16th June, Matt and Trudi's
Esprit Turbo and Tony's Elan Plus Two while
Chrissie and I represented the M100 branch.
Still, a good day was had by all as early and
late spells of sunshine sandwiched an early
afternoon shower, talking of sandwiches, just
round picnic time. However, the rain left off
early enough to keep visitors and cars on site
and there was a wide range of classics again at
this dependable show together with a smattering
of autojumble and craft stalls and an excellent
beer tent selling ales from the Hastings Brewery
and possibly the highlight of the day was a
display by a Mark IV Spitfire - Supermarine not
Triumph!

A week later on the 23rd, Howard in his Type
140, Mick and Linda and John and Joan in their
respective M100s met Chrissie and I in the car
park at the big Grasshopper before the short
drive to the Sundridge car show.

ROGER R

FLY DRIVE 30th June
It was a glorious day with well over a thousand cars comprising of many
classic
cars
mainly in the 50ths and 60ths. We were treated to
some
ma gnificent aerobatic displays but unfortunately my camera was not able to
catch the action.
The type eleven
was a Westfield
in superb condition and belonged
to John Laye. He
has promised to
visit the club and
will
have
some
past stories to
tell having worked
for Lenham Sports
Cars.
All
in all a
great
Fly
Drive
event.

Howard

Check the website for all the latest photos, info and events.
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